Parallel water/aromatic interactions of non-coordinated and coordinated water.
The parallel interactions of non-coordinated and coordinated water molecules with an aromatic ring were studied by analyzing data in the Cambridge structural database (CSD) and by using quantum chemical calculations. The CSD data show that water/aromatic contacts prefer parallel to OH/π interactions, which indicates the importance of parallel interactions. The results reveal the influence of water coordination to a metal ion; the interactions of aqua complexes are stronger. Coordinated water molecules prefer a parallel-down orientation in which one OH bond is parallel to the aromatic ring, whereas the other OH bond points to the plane of the ring. The interactions of aqua complexes with parallel-down water/benzene orientation are as strong as the much better known OH/π orientations. The strongest calculated interaction energy is -14.89 kcal mol(-1) . The large number of parallel contacts in crystal structures and the quite strong interactions indicate the importance of parallel orientation in water/benzene interactions.